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PREFACE 
FOREWORL 
This hcumeot is -ala series d camtichtes for inclusion in a ihtrve 
revisioa of JSC-04217 "space Sbuttle Guidance. Narig.tiorr and Control Design 
Equatiad. Tbe emclosed has been prepared d r  piAS9-10268. Task No. 15-A. 
%NQC Flight Equatims Specificatim Support". and applies to functions 1 thmmgb 
I d the Orbit Insertion Guidance Nodule (OG1) and to 2 througb 6 af the 
Powr Flight Guidance Module (OG2) as defined in JSC-03690, Rev. D, "Space 
-le Orbiter Guidance. Navigation and Cantrol Software F u n c t i d  Require- 
ments", dated 'anuary 1973. 
Division Leader, Guidance Analysis 
NASA Programs Department 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Objectives and Requirements 
The primary objective of powered flight guidance is to issue proper steering 
and i f  necessary throttle commands Curing the thrusting portions of a mission such 
t k t  the desired objectives of the maneuver are satisfied in a reasonably efficient 
manner. In addition. the navigated vehicle state vector must be maintained throueh 
t h e  maneuver. These are obvious requirements of the powered flight @dance pro- 
gram. 
are llSted below: 
Additional objectives or requirements. wh ich  influence the overall design. 
(1) The g u i d a k  program should be applicable to all powered 
maneuvers. This objective assumes that a single guidance 
routine is less exwnsive to design. code. and maintair. in  
a flight computer than several  smal le r  routines. This gvid- 
ance scheme. referred to as Unified Powered Flight Cuid- 
ance (UPFC). can  be used for all exo-atmospheric orbiter 
thrusting maneuvers. from ascent through decrbit. Future 
versions of this scheme should probably include the atmo- 
spheric solid rocket bost phase for completness and to 
minimize any difficulties in transition from one guidance 
phase to the next. 
of maneuvers possible w i t h  this UPFC routine is includeri 
in the following section. 
A complete description of the many t5pes 
(2) The guidance program shmid  be simple and flexible. .\ny 
guidance program which must handle the man'- types of ii-..i- 
neuvers required of the space shilrtle orbiter. fromi the 
relatively high accelerations during ascent to t h e  V C : - ~  io:\ 
accelerations experienced with a single Orbital \Ianeuv*.r.nL: 
System (3hiS) engine. can probably not be classified 2s 
truly simple. 
the various requirements can Lc handled efficiently and t h e  
impact of new requirements can be minimized. 
routine is structured such that communalit) of basic com- 
puta!irns is maintained with specialired operations per- 
formed according to the mission phase and desired .naneuver 
objectives. In nddition, to minimize program size. maxi -  
mum use is made of subroutines required for other G & S  
func Lions. 
However. by p.-operly structuring tile routin:,. 
This L'P!-'<; 
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( 3 )  Tilt- prcmanew t I rredir.tion of th I ir.mr_uver A v require- 
In  order !o assist the 
 
nrent should be reasonabl: accurate. 
premaneuvsr targetinc process and mahe mission critical 
decisions. the powered ilight gcicance scheme must accur- 
ately predict the maneu-:er ob, cspecialiy for long. iow ac- 
celeration orbital manea-em. 
very significant effect upon the gvidance aleorithm design. 
Many guidance schemes are bas& upon approximations which 
become more accu! . as the man::r. -'r proeresses.  AI- 
though these schem = may satisfac,. . -  ily calculai+ steering 
commands duriny the course of the maneuver. they may not 
miequately predict the maneuver Av.  This unifit-u quidance 
scheme is based upon modifications to the Linear Tangent 
Guidance (LTC) concept which improve overall accuracy for 
both premaneuver targeting azd guidance. This improvement 
in the LTC concept w a s  ais0 roquited for one of t h e .  ascent 
guidance modes so that ensine throttle changes. u hich are 
based upon an  accurate prediction of the terminal (cutoff) 
s ta te  of *be vehicle. could be properly calculated. 
(4) T&g.iidance algorithm should satisfy primar? maneuver ob- 
jcctives for nominal and perturbed conditions. When practi- 
cal. the @dance scheme should close the guidance loop 
around the t rue maneuver constraints. ra ther  tiran a set of 
artificial constraints based upon nominai conditions. 
example. during many on-orbit maneuvers the t rue con- 
straints lie on the coastinc tra]ectory subsequent to the ma- 
neuver. DurinE the terminal phase rendett~ous rnanruver 
the objective is to intercept the tarcet vehicle. 
deorbii maneuver the true maneuver constraints are ai ent 1-y 
interface. where a pre-dcterrnined relationshi; between entrj 
range. ve!ocity. and flight path angle mus! be satisfied. It 
is possible to determine a set of artificial coilstr.iints. :le- 
fined at thrust cutoff. which wili satisfy the maneuver objec- 
tives. However .  the process of accurcitely t-:ilculditu.;* these 
artificial constraints can siqnifican:ly coniplicate the target - 
in2 process. In addition. the artificial constr4nts  uoulri 
neceusarily have to '3e based upon a nominal coast tr.qet.tor> 
aitzr thru-;t cutoff. 
This requirement can have a 
-. 
For 
Uurinc the 
\ny perturbations darinc the maneuver 
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could result  in a loss of perfarmance (i. e. the true constraints are 
only partially satisfied) or an increase in total maneuver b v .  
caused by trfing to force the solutioa onto the nominal coast 
trajectory at thrust  cutoff. Furthermore. if the guidance 
system satisfies true maneuver coastrainto then much of the 
anaiysis necessary to determine guidance software perfor- 
mance under perturbed conditions can be eliminated. 
(5) l h e  guidance algorithm should produce near  fuel optimal 
maneuvers for nominal and per =bed conditions. The Linear 
Tangent Guidance (LTQ Equations which form the basis for 
the UPFC scheme are based upon classical optimization theory 
and appear to give excellent performance. However. it should 
be noted that even a truly optimal scheme wi l l  use excessive 
fuel if the ignition time is poorly chosen or the maneuver 
constraints result in an unnecessarily over-constrained ma- 
neuver which could be more efficiently performed by using 
more than one maneuver. 
1.2 “.pes of Maneuvers 
From a @dance viewpoint. the orbiter maneuvers can be cant.eniently sep- 
arated into two classes. The f i r s t  class. ascent. is characterized by a constraint 
on the \-chicle altitude at thrust termination. Tke second class of maneuvers, on- 
orbit, does not require any constraint on the position at  thrust termination. On-orbit 
maneuvers are typically intended to place the vehicle onto any coasting trajectory 
which satlsfies a rendezvous intercept constraint or deorbi entryinterface condition. 
In tnese cases any type of thrust cutoff position constraint w d d  probably increase 
the maneuver A v  unnecessarily. 
Each of these classes of maneuvers can be further subdivided into inaividual 
maneuver modes with a particular set of objectives and a specified set of constraints 
which meet these objectives. These individual modes are listed below: 
(1) Standard Ascent Maneuver 
This mode is intended for use during the ascent phase of 
most miss ms. The insertion conditions are specified 
preflight. and defined by a desired terminal (cutof0 alti- 
tude, velocitb, flight path angle, and orbital plane. Thus 
all  components of Lie terminal state are specified except 
the downrange component of position. 
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( 5 )  .Ascent to Coast Reference Trajectory 
This mode is intended for use on Mission 38. a time 
critical mission involving ascent, rendezvous. satellite 
retrieval. and deorbit with return to the launch site one 
re*:dction aftcr 1iErzff. To satisfy the objectives of this 
mission in the presence of perturbations and small  launch 
delays. the main engine throttles alp used to improve con- 
tral over the ascent and subsequent coasting trajectory. 
Introducing the throttle command a.+ one a d d i t i d  degree 
of freedom in  the guidance algorithri makes it possible 
to insert the orbiter onto a coast reference trajectory 
at cutoff. This coast reference trajectoq can be deter- 
mined preflight to provide proper closing velocity with 
the satellite for the rendezvous braking maneuvers. 
!3) Lambert .Ascent Maneuver 
This mode can be used to insert the orbiter at a specified 
altitude anto a coasting trajectory which intercepts a 
specified position (target) at a specified time. it is 
s imi la r  to the coast reference trajectory mode. except 
that throttle commands for trajectory control are not 
s e d .  Therefcre. although the resdting coasting trajec- 
tory doe: intercept the target. it does not guarantee 
the  p r  2r closing velocity for sucessful braking. This 
mode can i>e used during the latter pbases of ascent to a 
coast reference trajectory. when 
tions may override throttling. Since most per- 
tu rbr 'hns  occur  w e l l  prior to g-limitiw. the coast 
reference trajectory mode is designed to complete com- 
pcnsatic i -r perturbations pr ior  to g -limiting. 
Duriig -iimiting, the Lambert ascent mode will main- 
t-J' 8 , I  in:ercept trajectory with only small  deviations 
i n  terminal rendezvous closing velocity. It shouid be 
rmted that mi additional code is required to support th i s  
guidance mode. since it evolves as a natural resu!t of 
two other modes. t he  on-orbit Lambert maneuver and 
the stanc'ii-d ascent. 
g -limiting considera- 
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(4 Once-Around A b o r t  
This mode is intended for use during the latter portion 
of ascent in the event of an engine failure. The resulting 
coasting trajectory insures that proper entry interface 
conditioa- ( w e .  velocity. and flight path angle) are 
achieved for sucessful reentry. .4s with other guidance 
modes. the insertion conditions necessary to satisfy 
true maneuver constraints. such as at entry interiace. 
are recomputed every guidance cycle. Very little ad- 
ditional code is required to support this mode. since it 
evolves from a combination of the standard ascent and 
deorbit guidance modes. 
(5) Return-to-Launzh-Site Auort 
(Studies are currently in process to determine desired 
thrust termination conditions). 
(6) Externa: Delta-V Maneuver 
This maneuver is designed to guide the vehicle through 
a constant attitude maneuver which achieves a specified 
velocity change. This mode is used for small  on-orbit 
maneuvers, such as rendezvous phasing maneuvers. It 
is similar  to the Apollo External Delta-V maneuver 
mode. 
(7) Lambert %-orbit Maneuver 
This mode is designed to imert the vehicle onto a 
coasting trajectory which intercepts a specified position 
(target) at a specifi-d time. 
attitude maneuver and is intended primarily for rendezvous 
terminal phase and automatic braking. It is similar  to 
the Lambert Ascent maneuver, except that no constraint 
is placed upon the vehicle alt i tude at thrust termination. 
This is typically a constant 
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(8)  h o r b i t  Maneuver 
This mode is desiened to place the vehicle onto a coasting 
trajectory r iuck  satisfies entry interface conditions. 
entry interface conditions a r e  assumed to be defined by a 
prescribed (possibly functiondl relationship between entry 
range, velocity. and f l i a t  path angle. This mode is similar  
to the once-around 2bot-f maneuver. except chat w. con- 
st raint  is placed upon the vehicle altitude at thrust termination. 
These 
The functional flow of the program wi l l  be described in the next section to 
aid in understanding the general method employed in  this guidance scheme. Follow- 
ing this. the ryrticular equations and f low charts relating to the various modes are 
presented in greater detail. 
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2. FUNCTiONAL FLOW DIAGRAM 
JPM; is designed to be called by a Servicer Routine at appropriate 
t imes during a powered maneuver. The first call caa be made at any time prior to 
active guidance calls. This first, or prethrust, call is different from the active 
guidance calls in that certain required parameters are initialized and the compati- 
bility of taqeting information is checked and revised if necessary. The first call 
for active guidance is made at a specified t ime interval before ignition with following 
cal ls  made at periodic intervals through-out the maneuver. 
Dur-bg the prethrust call, an iteration takes place which recycles the rou- 
tine. w i t b u t  advancing the state vector, until convergence of the required velocity- 
to-be-gained takes place. During acti.ve guidance. horever. a single pass through 
the routine is made each guidance cjcle call, incorporating sersed velocity changes 
and updating accordingly. 
This section will present the general functional flow of computations per- 
formed L =  CIPFG, No attempt will be made here to define the a c t d  equations u e d  
or to differentiate between the various modes of operation (other than to point out 
that several  functional areas are not required by the External Delta-V mode). De- 
tailed equations and flow charts wi l l  be covered in la ter  sections. 
The computational flow normally proceeds through nine distinct functional 
groupings or blocks of computations after each entry into UPFG. (see Figure 2-1) 
External Delta-V maneuvers, being less - -mplicated, by-pass -0 of these func- 
tional blocks. Each functional block of com~*itations results in the determination 
of the values of specific variables or commands used by the following functional 
blocks. The equations employed within the blocks may vary depending upon the 
various maneuver modes but the resulting output list from each block is the same. 
The first block of computations encountered is either initialization Ellock 1) 
or update (Block 2) depending upon whether a prethrust or active guidance cycle 
call is beiq made. In Block 1 the initial values of required variables are set  and 
the state is advanced on a coasting trajectory to the time when the firs: active 
guidance call will !x made. In Block 2, after the accelerometers a r e  read, the 
state is advanced based upon the sensed velocity change Over the time elapsed since 
the last accelewmeter reading. The sensed velocity change i s  also used to update 
certain other variables Logic is included to exit the routine from this point if  either 
( I )  an active guidance call is being made prior to ignition or (2) an active guidance 
call is h i n g  made after an enginesff command has been issued. Prethrust flow 
does not use this exit p;r*A. 
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In the next block of computations (Block 3) the time-to-go remaining for 
the maneuver is computed. This compuhtion involves solving for the phase elements 
of one of the thrust integrals. To avoid duplication these elements are saved to be 
summed .n the next block. 
Several scalar  integrals relating to the thrust acceleration are computed in 
Block 4. These integrals are needed in following compuiations to predict the cut- 
off state and thrust direction. 
Block 5 incorporates an input thrust  turning rate o r  determines one for ascent and 
abort modes. The turning rate is utilized to determiire a unit thrast  direction according 
to 1.TG concepts. In addition, actual contributions to velocity and ps i t i on  due to 
incorporating the turning rate are determined and biases are computed which reflect 
the differences between actual contributions and the necessary velocity-to-be-gained 
and pos:.tion-to-be-gained vectors. The biases ?re used in the routine to improve 
prediction. 
The steering biock (Block 61 remains to be determined. I t  must, however. set up 
steering commands based upon the unit thrust directhr .- Tmputed previously. taking 
into ac. .writ autopilot requirements. This block of equations miist diffei ntiate 
betweerr prethrust and active guidance calls when making these computations. 
Block 7 and 8. which are skipped in  the External DeIta-V Mode. estimate 
the effects of gravity over the thrusting trajectory and incorporate these effects 
in the prediction of terminal conditions. Using these terminal conditions the 
velocitv-tc-be-gained is revised to force the predicted target conditions to sat isfy the speci- 
fied target conditions. This revision is necessary to prepare for the next pass through 
the routine. 
Block 9, which determines and issues engine commands, is also to be de- 
termined at a later date when engine characteristics are better defined. It also 
must differentiate between prethrust and active guidance calls when formulating 
these commands. 
This completes one pass, prethrust or active guidance, through the r )utine. 
From this point. if a prethrust CTX is being made and a change t o  velocity-to-Ire- 
gained greater than some limiting value has been computed, the flow returns to 
the beginning of Ulock 3. If the velocity-to-be-gained change has converged to Icqs 
than the lirnAting value, o r  if an active guidance call is being made, the flow exits 
to the Servicer Ro\itine to await the next call. 
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Figure 2-1. Functional Flow Ijiagrarn 
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3. INPUT AND OUTPUT VARIABLES 
The Unified Powered Flight Guidance program is not designed to run inde- 
pendently through-out the maneuver. It must be called periodically by the Servicer 
Routine, !list in prethrust and subsequently at the beginning of each active guidance 
cycle. Sowe variables require input values a t  each call and some variables are 
modified internally requiring only initial input values. Thus.  the input l ist  for 
UPFC can become complicated. Furthermore. certain variables optionally re- 
quire input values (initially md/or subsequently) depending upon the maneuver mode 
desired. In an effort to alleviate some confusion the input w i l l  be listed below in 
t w o  catagories: input required on the prethrust call and input required each active 
guidance call. The first catagory will be further broken down into two groupings: 
those inputs required by all maneuver modes and those inputs optionally required 
by some modes and not by others. Variables that are modified internally only, and 
ahose values affect future UPFG computations.wil1 not be listed ts input. 
In addition to input which may be changed each call, a certain number of 
constants are required to be preset. These constants are not modified during 
program execution. They may be b-rohen down into two catagories: universal con- 
stants and program constants. Universal constants are those constants not related 
to UPFG such as gravitational constants, earth radius, expected thrust  1evels.etc. 
Program constants are physical parameters which are urique to UPFG such as con- 
vergence criterion, iteration limits, etc. 
Sensors provide another source of input. The values of certain variables 
are updated by sensors on a continuous or semi-continuous basis. When a program 
uses the value of this variable it obtains the current value existing at t h e  time the 
storage location for that variable is read. Sensors read and the variables they 
control are listed below.  
Many variables are modified and assigned new values during the prethrust 
and active guidance calls. With common storage locations they could all be termed 
output". The l ist  below. however, contains only those variables, known to affect 
other routines, that have been assigned new values by UPFG. Those that only 
effert subsequent calls to UPFG have been omitted. 
11 
For on-orbit maneuvers (modes e,?, and 8) the desired thrust  vector turning 
rate u f  is required a8 inwt to UPF'G. It is anticipated that this quantity will be 
set to zero for External Delta-V and Lambert maneuvers, and computed in h e  de- 
orbit targeting program (Ref. 3) to minimize Av for the deorbit maneuver. If necessary,  at 
a later date. an optimal iurning rate for the Lambert maneuver could be determined. 
Input - Prethrust Call Only (Al l  Modes) 
Symbol Definition 
S 
P=e 
I ,  prethrust 
Prethrust  switch I O .  active guidance 
Maneuver mode 
Stnode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 5  6 
7 
i 8  
Ascent. standard 
Ascent, reference trajectory 
\scent. Lambert 
Ascent. once-around abort 
Ascent, return-to-launch-site abort 
On-orbit, external & v 
On-orbit. Lambert 
On-orbit, deorbit 
n Number of thrust phases 
t Ignition time. first phase 
State vector 
ig 
v 
v Estimated veloci ty-to-be-gained Y-ectar - lP Mass at beginning of phase i m 0 ,  i 
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LnDut - Prethrust Call Ontv (Cmtioiisl) 
Mode Required Symbol 
tC 
AVonis 
aL 
tb, i 
i 
-Y 
r -d 
'd 
vd 
'd 
-d V 
tref 
K 1  
i --N 
rev 
'soln 
r - t  
r -tef 
tt 
1 
c2 I 
W f  
Definition 
Coast t ime betweel? last and next to last phase 
Time remaining in ith phase 
Velocity change to be imparted by OMS phase 
Specific force limit during SSMME maneuvers 
Unit vector normal to desired tra e c t o p  
Desired cutoff position 
Desired radius magnitude of f d  
Desired velocity magnitude at  cutoff 
Desired flight Sath angle at cutoff 
Desired velocity vector at cutoff 
Desired cutoff time 
Desired throttle setting for SSi\IE for ith phase 
Lambert unit normal to projection plane 
(see Ref. 5) 
Lambert number of revolutions (see 
Ref. 5) 
Lambert solution type switch (see 
Ref.  5! 
Target position - inertial coordinat<s 
Target (entry interface) - Earth fixed coordinates 
Time at  target 
Constants in target (entry interface) velocity 
consjr+.int. vv = C1 + C2 vh 
Desired thrust vec?or turning rate 
lnputs for Mod? 5 a r e  to be determined. 
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T-iput Required - W i v e  Cuid 'ice Call (-111 llocies) 
Symbol Definition 
SSS'lE ' 1 So- of enpnes (SSME. 011s. RCS) to be considered on 
S 
for current phase (kth phase) 
S H G #  k 
Program C o n s w t s  
Svmbd 
cone 
€,-go 
-It to 
II
6 t  
At cutoff 
S pert 
Definition 
Lambert required sine of half cone angle of exclusion 
Value of !Av 
-- 
)defining prethrust convergence limi 1 
-go 
Time intervaI before t .  io s ta r t  active guidance calls 
Offset in coast time used in deorbit requited velocity coni- 
putations to dctcrmine zensitiulty to cnast time 
16 
Value of t 
command and terminate active steering computations 
used to define time to issue engme cutoff 
go 
Gravity perturbation switch 
L n i v e r s l  Constants 
11 Gravitational constant 
'SSllE 1 
fR CS 
Ful! thriist of single SSllE, O?.!:, 1:t.S engine 
I '0 ?.IS 
. \ I  axirnum tlirottlP setting of SSXIE 'mas 
SS l lE  m I \lass flow rate of single SSME, DIlS, RCS engine at fu l l  thrust 
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Sensed Variahle  Definition 
Total velocity change accumdated on accelerometers *&?nSed 
since last reading 
Actual time rherr accelerometers ;re resd iril; be t 
zssociated wiih state v e c t o r  
Output 
a t p u t  frc.d this progran~ .rill be in the form of attitude and engine cor.mands 
and r\2v.gai:->n state, These include: 
Srmbol Definition 
I- 
- Steering commaxld TTBD) 
- Cutoff (engine-off) cowmand (TBD) % 
Ignition (eng!!-on) command (TBD) 
Throttle command 
State vectar 
F - 
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4. DESCRIFTION OF EQWATIONS 
The guidance scheme presented in this document evolved from a rather ex- 
tensive modifkation d the Linear Tangent Guidance (LTG) concept described in 
Ref. I. The original LTC concept was designed for an orbiter ascent maneuver in 
rhicb tke thrust eaboEl altitude, orbital plane, velocity. and flight path angle were 
constrained to specified values determined prior to the flight. The current unified 
scheme retains that basic guidance mode. the standard ascent mode as described in 
the  introductioa. However. bo adapt the LTG concept to the various shuttle maneu- 
vers. from ascent through dewbit. several important changes rem made. 
First. the program was restructured to ef€iciently accomodate the various ma- 
neuver modes and to permit the calculation oi steering commands ear ly  in the guidance 
cycle, thus minimiziq the computational lag. Second. the addition of a required 
velocity calculation toward the end of each guidance cycle was made. The basic 
standard ascent mode does not constrain either the doamrange component s f  posi- 
tion or *e time of thrust cutoff. and therefore the subsequent roasting trajectory 
can vary considerably depending upon ignition dela4ys, atmospheric effects during 
host. engine perturbations or failures. and any other factors which might effect 
the trajectory. By including a required velocity calculation every guidance cycle. 
based upon the predicted cutoff position. the t rue  maneuver objectires can be satis- 
fied and the effects of perturbations minimized. The third important change to the 
LTC concept involved the elimination of any cutoff position constraint for on-orbit 
rr.aneuvers. -4n aliernate equation, which uses the input vehicle turning rate, simpli- 
fies prernaneuver targeting and minimizes maneuver Av. The fourth change inmlved the 
design of a new scheme for the prediction of the effects of grarity on the powered trajet- 
tory. The original LTC scheme was not suitable for long, low thrust orbital maneuvers 
such as deoroit. A new scheme. based upon a conic ccasting trajectory, appears to 
give Good performance for all msnave-s.  Finally, to support the ascent to reference 
trajectory guidance mode. equations were  added to account for a rotating thrust vec- 
tor. These additional equations improve the prediction of both the maneuver t h e  and 
cutoff position. They are required for proper calculation of throttling commands 
during ascent, and ~ e y  provide increased premaneuve. prediction accuracy in all 
modes. 
As described in Section 2,  the Unified Powered Flight Guidance (UPFG 1 
Routine consists of uine t locks  of in-line computations connected by the logic 
necessary to perform either the prethrust function or the active guidance function 
for the eight possible maneuver modes. A single entry and exit point are maintained 
for these computations. This section will describe the computations required for 
one pass, entry to exir, thrmgh UPFC. 
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Figure 5 - 1  shows the :*que ring of thc mapr compltatianal block. Inlmedi- 
'pre . I f  ately after entry into UPFG a test  is niade on the value of the switch, 
s 
For pretnrust calls, initialitztion ic Block 1 is per:ornied, 
calls. Block 1 is bypassed acd an update in Block 2 is performed. 
= 1. a prethrrtst call is being wade; s = 0 implies an active guidance call. 
Pre Pre 
Far ac;ive p i d a n c e  
4.1 Initializsticn (Block 1) 
This hlcck Qf comwtati-m?: provides *he necessary one-tim.e initializaYon of 
certain sariables reqcired to set-up the preLLrust cakU1?tiotsS. These iariables 
include k, the maneuver phase wunter,  I t  should be noted that the first @use of 
each manem-er is denoted "f'. Sereral switches are a:so set m d  the ta lues  of 
variables which mag be defined by input. depending upon maneuver mode. are 
initialized. An initial value of r is required. since the calculation of r ir. 
Block 5 occars prior te the calculation of g r a ~ t v  effects in Rlock 7. To estimate 
r it i s  assumed tkat the acceleratioa of gravity wil! he equal tn its present -grat ' 
value over the entire muleuver. Then. i f  II one second maneuver i s  ass,;r.ed for 
simpiicity, 
-grar - go 
l a t e r ,  in Block 5 .  after thc n;aneri;er tin.c-to-gs IS co:i.putctl, 
fcr the estimated maneui-er t ime as follows. 
r -grav is adjusted 
7 2  t-, (new) 
i pre\;iaus 1 = 1- (prtxi 'nis) i fgrsv  i go r -grar  
where t (previous) has beer .;et to 1. On subsequent p s e s  thrnugh Block 5 a 
go 
previous t will have heen set in the previous p3ss and the reiiisim tn  r 
proceed ntw-maliv, 
\rill g" -crav 
Finally. the effective engine paramete -5 for the a r ray  tif tngi;ies to be used 
during e341 phase, i 
the total *thrust L,. ; , mas.i-flow-rate & .  the e s k u s t  veiocity \- ?he 
initial acceleration 
phase of the r1i.mewer. 
1 to n. are determined, These engine parsn:etet-s include 
.- 1 '  ex.i ' 
and the ratio of mass to mass-flow-rate r: ior each 9 . i  9 
The last oprst ion in nlock 1 advances thc .;t:>te ct. r. I-) frv-r,? *he ,::piit - -  
t'31,:cs : # I  the Ti!?:e when the ' i r s t  a t - ~ ~ .  e ,>oidanci .-:l!l .* l l i  tie :- ~ ? e  . it ,  
This is nccc>t. ,vi {hed hy cnllinq the Precisior. State E\?rapolnti - fic .tine (Ref .  7 ) .  
It shou!d I r c  rwted that thi-; sets I!? the prethrust o,h-i-J:i<ms ns it' Yhrusting is es-  
petted to r:tIiiitm?ice at  tig - At , , ,  I n s t e m l  of t 
expected to significantly affect t!ie results and it simplifies t h e  pr'uqram. 
t - 1 .  - J t l o .  
'g 
. If AttCI i.; -mall r h i s  1:; t i t i t  
1,' 
.in e ! -  
ternative would be to extrapolate the state to t in the prethrust call and each 
active guidance call prior to t 
tion, although satisfactory for on-orbit PlaLleuvers, is not applicable to ascent. 
In future revisions of this document a scheme which is satisfactory for both ascent 
and on-orbit maneuvers will be included 
ig 
It should be cot& that this method of Mtializa- % '  
The comprtations now proceed to Block 3 since b e  update (Bkock 2) is skip- 
ped during the prethrrxst call. 
c2 update (Block 2) 
Flock 2, which is skipped in the prethrnst call, is the f i r s t  block encountered 
during each active guidance call. This block acquires the velocity change sensed 
by the accelerometers and accollLds for that docity change by updating affected 
variables to the time when the accelerometers were read. The routine ahich reads 
the accelerometeLs and dock has not been d e f i i  but i t  is assumed that it 
w i l l  require some sort of htialization on the frrst call si& that velocie changes 
on succeedtlg calls can be obtained by differencing from a previous reading. Thus. 
on the f i r s t  call the velocity is assumed to be zero. 
To allow for a variable guidance cycle time step, tre time step is computed 
each cycle M follows, 
L l t = t - *  'prev 
where t i s  the carrent cloch readhg at the time the accelercmeters are read and 
guidance call At w i l l  be ,;:-ly zero since t 
*.e expected time of the first active guidance call. The variable t 
for use later. 
is the previous time the acceierometen were mad. On the first active tprev 
was set in prethrpst to t. lg - Atto* prev 
Pr- is set to 
The velocity-to-begained is updated using the velocity change sensed by 
the accelerometers since the last guidance caii as follows. 
Tl-is gives a excellent estimate of the velocity-to-be-gained for subsequent guidance 
calculations. Near the end of the guidance routine this value ot v is adjusted 
s!ightiy to account tor any changes in desired cutoff velocity and to prepar 2 for the 
next guidance cycle. 
-go 
I t  should be noted that on the first active guidance call (denoted by spassl - 1) 
is assumed to be 2ero. Therefore, updating v is bypassed under these '1 sensed -BO 
circumstauces and 
Axsensed = 
= o  pass: S 
Next. the state, 5, 1, is advanced to the time of the latest accelerometer 
reading by calling the ?orered Flight Savigation Routine (Ref. 6). 
The remainder of the update block. nhich is bypassed when t 5 t. results 
*g ' 
in decrementiryf the t values for each phase, i, by at 
80 
'go. i (new) - 'go. i (previous) - At 
during thrusting. Also decremented are the current mass. m. and current phase 
bum time $, 
al(IWW) = rr.(FFt?vi.y~US) - rh@t 
if fb 
Under +horse circumstances a change of phase is performed by setting the t 
IF0 
fer the current phase to zero and then incrementing the phase number by one, 
ie2ornes less  than or equal to zero the end of t h a 2  phase has been reached. , 
= u  
go. k t 
ii(new) = k fpreviaud A 1 
I t  shculd be noted at this point that mass. m, has not been adjusted to reflect s tep 
changes in this variable that may occur during a phase change due to such 3ings 
as tank jettison or staging. It is expected thzt some routine external to UPFG 
will niaintain current mass  following phase changes for use by both Guidance and 
Control, 
During the c mst period between the las t  and next-to-last phases of an ascent 
maneuver the coast time, tc , is decremented b:- At. 
No chawes to miss which would account for e icernd  tank jettison have been made 
here  3s this function 1s assumed to be performed by a routine external to C'PFC. 
Burn tinies remaining a r e  also assumed to be constant during t h e  i - o n t  time. 
Block 3 normally follows Block 2 during active guidance c .Ils unless t < t. 
'4 
engofi = * unless the :h 1st -off command has been issued as indicated bv s 
or 
If'  either of these two conditions exists, all further computations are by- 
passed and I'I'FG is  exited. 
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4.3 Time-To-Go 
The UPFC program is designed to provide p i d a n c e  for all exo-atmospheric 
maneuvers. including ascent-:o-or&it. The complexity of the time-to-go computa- 
tions is depeadent upon the number of distinct thrust phases inthe manMr. All 
orbital maneavers nominally have only one distinct thrust phase (OMS constant 
thrust), w h i l e  an ascent maneuver rill have at least three dis t i r r t  thrust phases 
ti.  e. ( 1) SSME constant thrust prior to g-limiting , ( 2) SSME constant acceiea- 
t ion during g-limiting and (3) ONLS CoLLBtaat thrust aftertank separation). The 
equations that are described in this section are the equations required to compute 
the time-to-go until maneuver completion for  a multi-phase ascent maneuver. 
The equatioos required for any single-phase maneuver are merely a subset of these 
equations; in particular. they are the aame equations that w i l l  be solved during an 
ascent maneuver when actually i n  the final thrust phase of the maneuver (OMS con- 
stant thrust phase). 
l o  compute the time-to-go it is f i r s t  necessary to compute estimates of 
the current values of thrust magnitude fT, k .  mass flow rate Ihk. thrust accelera- 
tion 9, . effective exhaust velocity vex, kJ and mass to mass flow rate ratio, t 
and w h e r e  k is an index refering to the current thrust  phase. Estimates of f 
k' 
'f. k 
are given by 
IT. k = Kk %ME. k &ME + sOMS. k 'OMS + 'RCS, k 'RCS 
' k = Kk '=ME. k %ME + *OMS, k kOMS + 'RCS,  k mRCS 
and T are computed as fOl lOW3 If m k  lo. - , k '  ex, k 
9 . k  = f T . k l "  
Y e x , k =  'Tad lirk 
'k = 'ex.k/?,k 
where rn is the current estimated mass of thc vehicle. If & = 0. the last t h re r  
equations are bypassed and the previous estimates of %, k' 
used. 
k 
and t are 
If there are t w o  or more thrust phases remaining (including the current 
of each phase are used to compute the ve- tb. i phase). the assumed b r r n  times, 
locity change due to thrust,  Li , that will be EppUed during each phase i from the 
current phase to the n-2 phase (n denotes the number of phases in the maneuver). 
Xf phase i has constant thrust, 
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and if phase i has constant accclcration 
I-i = 5. tb.i 
where aL is the SSXIE acceleration limit. 
Since tfie velocity change to he applied in the nth phase. L~ , (after tank 
staging) is predefined. the velocitv change to be applied in the n-1 phase can be 
determined bv 
*ere j = n -1 and v 
I f  there are onlv tnn phases remaining ri = n - 11, thrn 
is the velocity-tr -be-gained \-ector computed in Blodi 2. -go 
1 . .  = 11' I - Ln 
J -go 
where agkn j = n - 1. During the final phase of the maneuver L. is git-en by 
I 
L .  = 1 % -  I 
J - go 
dere ,  in this case, j = n. 
Having determined L.. the burn time remaining in the j* phase can be 
3 
computed. If phase j has constant thrust 
or if phase i has constant ccceleration 
& = Lj/ar_ I 
%*I 
The time-to-bw until the end of phzse ., ' tgo,i, for i = k. ... , n i s  re- 
quired in Block 4 in order  tn evalbate the thru3: integrals I.. . I ,  S, Q. Ii .  and P. 
These t imes are given by 
+ t  for i n go,i = 'g0.i-1 b , i  t 
= 0 f o r i - k .  g0.i-1 and wherc t 
The t i i w -  tga-gn until the end of Yie nth 
until the end of the inaneuver,is given bv 
phase, which i s  the total time- ~o-gtb 
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where t, is the coast time during external task separation between phase n-1 
and phase n. Although tc is not actually part of the maneuver time. it is added 
tc the time-to-go until the end of phase n in order to maintain continuity of the 
steering c o ~ .  
4.4 Integrals af Thrust 
The L"G guidance concept requires the evaluation of several thrust integrals. 
These integrals are defined as follows 
1 t t rt = /" (f/m) t2 dt P =  I/, ( f /m)s2  ds dt 
0 J 
where (f/m) is the thrust acceleration, t 
maneuver. and t and s are variabes of integration. For the space shuttle 
vehicle, it is assumed that either (f/m) is corrstant or f (thrust) and m (mass 
flow rate) are constant. therefore. these integrals can be integrated in closed 
form, 
is the time-to-go until the end of the 
go 
The L'PFG program is designed to accomodate multi-thrnst-phase rnaneuvers 
as well as single-thrust-phase maneuvers, Therefore. the above integrals must 
be evaluated piece by piece since each thrust phase has a distinct thrust profile. 
This is accomplished by evaluating the thrust integrals separately for each phase 
and then summing them up. The thrust integrals for each phase i are defined 
as follows 
Li = 
Ji = 
Hi = 
k. i 
J 
t go. i- 1 
s. = 
1 (fT Jmi) dt 
t rJi (f, 1.1 . /mi)  t dt 
'go, i- 1 
Qi = 
'go, i 
j (IT, i /  mi) t2 dt Pi = 
'go. i- 1 'go. i- 1 
/ m i )  s d s  I dt t I 
t g0.i-1 g0.i-1 t 
tgo .i- 1 
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is the t ime-  where ( fTDi /  m i )  defines the t l in~s t  profile for phase i , and tg,,,i 
to-go until the end of phase i (note: tgo, i- = 0 for i s  k). 
The computation of the thrust integrals f9r each phase i s  performccl in ttw 
steps. This is done in order  to minimize computer memorv requirements and 
compltation time. In the first step, the equations vary depending upon the type of 
thrust phase. while for the second step. the equations a r e  identical for both types 
of phases. Also. it should he noted that Hi is nst esplicitly complted. 
be sliown using integratiua by parts that 11, which is the sum CJf the Hi’s. can he 
computed directly as a function of the time-to-go and the integrals J and Q. The 
evaluation of Li has already been described in Sectioc 4.7 because i t  is required 
in  the compotatiGm of time-to-go. However, for the sake of rnmpleteness. it will 
be described again in this section. 
I t  can 
Step 1 in evaluating the thrust integrals is to coniplte Li and then tc #.nm -
puute part of .Ii. Si, Qi. and Pi I If  phase i has constant t h r u d  then 
L . = - v  . I n  ( ‘iii%,i) 
I ex.1 
Ji = 1.. t. - v 1 I ex,i b,i 
and if phase i has  constant acceleration then 
S. = Ji 
1 
Q, 2 Si ( -  + t  1 
3 tL.i g0.i-1 
P. 1 ’ 
1 
2 
si (tgo,i + 2 t  g0.i ‘g0.i-1 + ‘g0.i-1 ) * 
1 
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In step 2, the remainder of Ji, Si, % and Pi are computed as follows 
Ji = Ji + Li tgo,i-l 
si = si + L t b i  
% = % + J  tbDi 
Pi = Pi + H t,,i 
where L, J, and H are the total thrust  integrals from the current phase to the i-fll phase. 
If i = n , the effects of the coast time, tc 
in as foUom 
between pbases n-1 and n are then added 
si = S i + L t  C 
% = $ + J t c  
P. 1 = Pi+ H t, 
Having evaluated the thrust integrals for each phase. the total thmst integrals 
are given by 
n n 
L = c  L i  , J =  Ji 
i=k i=k 
n n 
S = C  Si , Q =  G Q, 
i=k i=k 
n 
P = C  Pi , H = t  J - Q  
go i=k 
I t  should be pointed out that H must be evaluated as the total thrust integral 
from the current phase to the iB phase for each rhase because it is required in 
the computation of each Pi . 
4.5 Turning Rate 
The main results of this block of cornputatinns are the rfcaired unit thrust 
direction, if , and a vector, , which is associated with the thrust turninq rate. 
The first operation in this block is to define 1. a vector in the direction of 
the velocity-to-be-gained. The unit vector. A ,  is  the rector about which an 
- 
v -60 ’ 
expansion is later rxide to determine if . From this point one of four different 
methods will be employed depending upon smode . 
The first  operation in this black is to define A. a vector in the direction of 
V the velocity-to-be-gained. The urit vector. A, is the vector about which -go ’ 
an expaqsion is later made to determine if . From this p i n t  one of four different 
metfiods will be employed depending upon smode. 
Modes 1 through 5. ascent and abort. follow closely the LTC method of de- 
, to estimate termining the rate & , by first using a desired burn-out position. ; 
r 
-go 
The effect of gravity on this r 
-go 
from the previous call as follows, 
r -gradnew) = ( 
r - ( i + v t  - go + r  -grav 1 --d 
is giwn by zgrav which is  estimated using xgmV 
The projection of r 
is given by 
on the plane normal to the downrange direction, cgosv ,
-go 
- 2  i =  U n i t ( f d X  iY’ 
-goxy r -go ‘i, - Ego ) lz = f  - 
Using the integral, S, computed previously, the downrange romponent of fgo can 
be modified by the LTG relationship 
and a new r is &.IS found to be - go 
r = r  - go -goxy ‘go, j z  + f bias 
In this equation the effects of a rotating thrust vector a re  included by the term, 
r whi~-li was computed on the previous guidance cycle in Block 5. The rate,  -bias’ 
- , which corresponds to the veiucity of the tip of a utut vectcr coincident with X 
but rotating with the desired uni t  thrust vector rotation rate is now obtained using 
+he integrals, L, J, S, and Q: 
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For modes 6-8, a rotation rate, at , is input and - X is determined by 
The predicted unit thrust direction at time. t, is given by 
i = unit[X - - U/L)  A ]  -f 
It is recogniznd that the results of integrating a rotating thrust vector can 
be significantly different from r and v if the rotation angle is large. 
-go - go 
The angle o behveen - A, a unit vector in the direction of xgo  , and i f ,  the 
urit  thrust direction, is given by 
d = cos- l  (Lr & I  
Since the linear tangent guidance equations are designed to align - X and the thrust 
direction at the time J / L  ( J /L  is approximately the midpoint of the maneuver), 
then 
o =  - ~ L / J  
Based upon 9 and k the f i r s t  and 
given by 
:go 
-thrust V = I  0 
L 
second integrals of the thrust acceleration are 
f - [ m cos(@ + i t )  +b sin(@ + i t ) ]  dt rx 1 '- ' 
A 
This can be simplified by assuming that 
and 
cos( 9 + d t) = 1 4 3 + $i t?/2 
Using the thrust integrals computed in Block 4, the actual (considering rotation) 
chbnge in position and velocity due to thrust is computed a s  follows, 
1 L C ~ - J ~ $ - ~  - 1  H i 2 ) x  
V thrust  = i L - 3  - 
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are resolved into components parallel Yd f thrus t  It may be noted that - vthrust 
and normal to - X (parqllel to - A 1. 
Biases to thrust cutpff velocity and position a r e  computed by 
V = v - v  -bias -go -thrust 
r = r - r  -bias -go -thrust 
4. 6 Steering Commands 
This block of computations is to be determined at 
ceive the vector, - X and - X and determine steering commands based upon the unit 
thrust direction as determined by an equation of the form 
i -f 
Iater date. I t  will re- 
= unit [ A  - - (J/L) X] 
In order to issue steering conimands to  the autopilot, lead t e r n s  may be 
added as required. 
At the end of the prethrust call steering commands will take the form iyf  a 
ca)i!*iiiand to  maneuver to the ignftion attitude but during active guidance calis a 
turning rate may be implied. Logic will be included to incorporate this and to acti- 
vate and deactivate steering at the proper times. 
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4. 7 Prediction of Gravitj  Effects ( Block i, 
The solution of the LTC equations requires a prediction of both the first  and 
-- 
second integrals of gravity over the ttti usting maneuver. 
devised for ascent, and described in Ref. 1, w i ~ s  not appropriate for the long, low- 
thrust on-orbit maneuvers such as deorbit. 
devised which is applicaule to all maneuvers. 
coasting trajectory which is constructed such that it remains 'close' to the powered 
trajectory thrc.,Zhout the maneuver. The effects of gravity on the powered trajec- 
tary are then assumed to approximate the effects of pravity on the coasting trajec- 
tory. 
mine the required ifiteqrals of gravity. Figure 4- i illustrates this concept. 
The techniqlie originally 
Therefore a new technique has been 
'This technique is  based upon a 
Thus the Kepler (Conic State Exqrapolation) R w t i n e  can be used to  deter- 
initial Coasting Trajectory 
Figure 4- 1. ?rediction of Gra\-it;r Effects 
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To coostruct *a special toasting trajectaq. assume for the nomtat that 
the maawuver takes place ia field free space. The initial conditions ( t  = 0) for the 
prrend m c t o r y  are defined by and I. fht .riSt and second integrals of 
are de- the thrust acceleration over the powered maneuver. zavt 
scribed in Seetion 4.S. Themfore. at thrust cubff *he poasitioa a d  velocity on the 
powered trajectory are given by 
and b l a s t '  
=catoff 
where  t 
are illustmted In Figure4-2,rhere -ti* tr+c%ries simply 
lints. 
is the maneuver time- The resulting trqjectMies in field free space 
ep 
as strawt 
Figure 4-2. Prediction of Gravity Effects - Field Free Space 
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Tbe initial state (t = 0, I, and cotoff state (t = tp, 
IfM 1 
in 5eld free space are cosnpletely defhed. A cubic equaticm can be used to model 
the state vecbr athe powered trajectory as afrmctioa d time. 
2 3 r (t) = A * B t + C t  + D t  -P 
v (t) = B + f C t + 3 D t  -P 
- r  - -  - - - 
where ~ J t l  is tbe positioa Tbe welocity op(tl is equal to d i p ( t ) /  dt . The 
caditiems ae position and velocity at t k  initial and final times are satisifed. It 
sbapld be aotedtbat in actsal practice it is not necessary to actually solve for 
tkse coeffiamts. They are merelf used to aid in describing the concept. 
f o t l r r e c t o r ~ a ~ .  A_, E. c_. a n d ~ c a n b e d e t e r o l i a e d s n c h t h a t t h e ~ y  
A coastiag trajectory can m be coastracted w h k h  remains 'close' to the 
powered trajectory. The pwition on this coasthg trajeetotp fc(tl is defined by 
theLinearequalion 
r (t) = A' +Be t - -  -C 
The velocity vc(t) is cmst8ILf and equal to ,B' . 
To determine - A' and B'. - the fnllowing integrals must be satisfied. 
Since gravity i s  strictly a function of position, the first integral insures &at the 
average position difference (or error) is zero. In addition, since errors in the 
initial position (and gravity) have more time to propagate arhd thirs have more in- 
fluence on the total positiw er:or. the second integral weights the error as a func- 
tion of time. Using these integrals, the initial position A' - and the initial velocity 
8' - on the coasting trajectory can be easily complted. Using ,At and B', - the initial 
conditions for the cc '-tirig trajectory, and vel, reduce to the following simple 
form: 
t 1 - -  1 = r - -  -cl r - 10 Ethrust 30 :thrust go 
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The Kepler Houtine is usad LO extrapolate these k t i a l  conditions through the 
time t thus obtaining and Then the effects of gravit? an the coasting 
trajectory. which approximate the effects on the powered trajectory, are given by 
go' 
t- = ,- 17 -grav -c t  - -CI 
r -1- t - r  -grav - ;c2-%1 -cl  go 
4.8 Velocity-to-be-Gained 
A mote accurate prediction of the cut-cff position is now obtained as follors. 
For on-orbit Lambert and deorbit rnanm-rs (sm* = ?.a) a desired 
cutoff pcsition is given by 
r = r  -d - p  
For aborts and ascents (other than reference trajectory) the thrust .-utnff 
-ne& therefore altitude is r = i-dunit (r 1 
-d -P 
Af ter  determination of rd this block spli ts  into three branches according to 
mode: standard ascent, ascent to reference trajectory acd the remaining modes. 
mode= ' 1.8.1 standard Ascent. 5 
The required velocity st burnout. vd , to satisfv the terrrinal constraints 
far this mode is a function of the inplts: 1, . rd , vd , Yd - Since rd was alreadv 
used to determine L~ , the remaining three variables t l  vector and 2 scalars) 
a r e  utilized in the following manner 
i = u n i t k d )  
i = i  x i  
-2 -s -3 
--x 
sin Yd 
0 
cos ; 
\;de that 1, and i, define the radial and dnwnrange directions with respect to ike 
cutoff atate. The original LTG equations, described in Ref. 1. used the current 
veh:cle position to define these directions. This resulted 11: continuolls rotation , b f  
the desired terminal velocity. The input norr.ial to the transfer plane. 1. , is 
directed in the opwsi te  sense to the current orbital angular velocity vector. 
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Using this ermr in doanrange position. it is necessary to deter- a champ 
in the time-to-go which drives tlds error to zero. Based upon the simpl i@ii  as- 
sumptiom of a flat earth and coostant acceleraticm, it can be shorn that the change 
in relative pasition br, resnltiqg ePm changes in tgo is given by 
Then the change in t 
mined from 
necessary to drive the position error to zero can be deter- go 
1 - v  a t  = -2 If0 -z  -go 
The new SSME throttle setting uecessary to achieve tbis change in time-to- 
go is based n;loa the assumption tbat the maneuver docity-to-be-gained is fairly 
insensitive to changes in throttle setting. Thus 
ahem $ 
setting % is limited to a maximum value Kmax. 
is the burn time remaining in the current maneuver phase. The throttle 
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Oo the last guidance cycle prior to the amstant acceleration ( g- limited) 
phase. the xnaneuwer is converted to the Lambert asceat mode (smoQ = 3) and 
ascent is completed in tbat mode, This is necessary since throttling for trajec- 
tory control and g -limiting may be incomwtible. H-r. use  d an artifical 
g-limit sl'ghtry lesstbanthe true limit. or a siight relaxationof tbe g-limit con- 
straint cauld make it possible !with minor changes) to maintain the refercnce trajec- 
b a r 3  - - g mode thropghout the secmd maneuwer phase prior ta tank sepuatiML 
The Lambert ascent mode. lmwever. rilf insare intercept with the target satellite 
with only minor variation in dosing weiocity. 
1.8.3 Modes  It- lambert Sdutims, smode = 3.4.7.8 
which does not enter this block) require calls to the Conic Required Velocity Deter- 
mination Raptiae (Ref, 5). This routine solves a J..ambert problem to determine 
the initial velocity rquired bo satisfy certain termzDa - 
The - * 18 - Mth the er~eptioa Of smgde = 6. mraal Delta-V. 
1coaStr;u 'ntS, 
The stmight Lambert modes. ascent and on-orbit (smode = 3.71 reqain 
one call to the Conic Required Velocity Routine to determine. yd . the desired 
veloci~toumstfmmtbeendofthemanemertothetarget, f t .  inthegiven 
time interval. ft - (t + t 
%ales 4.5, 8. abort and deorbit reqnire atmospheric reentry with the 
entry point at a constant location relative to the rotating earth. I t  is assumed 
that a constraint of the form mentioned earlier is regaired of the vertical, vtv . 
and horitont;rl, vth , cornpareats of entry interface velocity xt . 
1. go 
For small entry angles (- 1.0 to -1.7 degrees) and entry velocities around 26,000 
f t / sec  this constraint is nearly eq&alent to expressing the entry angle as a linear 
hction d tbe entry velocity. 
The only rem- variable that can be adjusted to cause the entry point to 
satisfy this terminal constraint is the coast time between cutoff and entry inter- 
face, tt - (t + t ), In other wards. since t and t are fixed hy prerious com- 
putations, tt . the t ime at entry interface, must be adjusted. Using the currently . ssumed tt and entry interface point relative to earth, itel an inertial entry 
interface position, f t  , is determined by a call to the Earth Fixed to Inertial 
Routine, Then fd , f t  . and the coast time (+ - t - t 
Required Velocity Routine to d-ain the desired velocity at cutoff, vd , and velocity 
at entry interface, xt . The entry interface velocity. 
on the constraint defined above but at some other point as shown in Figure 4-3. 
kb go 
1 are input to the Conic 
, will not in general lie 
go 
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we find Chat, in general Clc # C1 and therefore, q does not lie on the c o a s t m i a  
Tbnswemtlstwary \ bysomevalneonchthat Clcgoesto  C1. Inordertode- 
+ermine the sensitivity ad Cy, to changes in tt we repeat tbe call to the Conic 
Rcqzired Velocity Routine with 5 perturbed % a small 6 t . In a manner similar 
to Wore  a new point Wtb. WtP ) is fauad on Figure 4-3. The factor 
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represents the required change in Clc (necessary to extrapdate vb and v& to 
the constraint line) divided by the cbaage in Clc experienced by +Mi the 
entry interface time by 6t . I t  is used to estratrllate values for tbe entry interface 
time. + and desired cutoff velocity. -rd, which should result in near satis- 
faction of the canstmm 't 
The accuracy UC this technique depends upom how much the regicm over 
which the -lation takes place varies fram the tirrPn.;sed assumptim Each 
guidance cycle. however, shoald brhg the extrapolated point closer to the 'a 
4.8.4 Revising v 
-go 
Changes in desired terminal velocity. afFect the predicted terminal 
pos'tian (and -red terminal velocity) op t k  subsequent gmiance cyck, If this 
effect is -red. the desired terminal velocity is over cwrected and a sma2 
ascillatioa in desired terminal velocity is induced. To em6nate this over correc- 
tion, a dam- factor. p , is introdnced for modes 4. 5, 8 as follows: 
The damping factor is computed by making use of the app-unrimate partial 
derivative OC desired velocity vlth respect to terminal position 
where tt - t - t  is the coast time from cutoff to entry ibterface. It can be shown 
P =  
BO 
that 1 
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Nobethatinitiallf Q c  p< 1 and pgoestoareattheeadoftheburn. 
4.9 Throttlecommands_ 
an/offmmmmnds are issued by the last and as yet to be determined block of 
eq&ions, The throttle setting wil l  be assumed to be iopnt ea& cycle for the ac- 
celeratiw Umitedpbases or willbe compotedintbe reqntred velocity block dthe 
previcms cycle for Mode 2 (Reference 'l'rapctorf). The array of switches. sssME i .  
w i l l  be utimed bo determine which engines wi l l  be O p e r a t G g  '0W.i . %=,i 
cn each pbase. 
Thethm2tleSetting. \.fortheSpmce!%uttieMain&ginedtheengine- 
I)nriag the psetbrast call. on the last iteratioat0 convergence engine igni- 
tioa commamb for t , w i n b e i s ~  Theapproplla s te time to issue these com- 
mands w i l l  be determined by the 00dititms: s = 0, At = 0. pse 
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T h b S e c t b I l ~  - detailed (laa riiagrams of the compltstlons and logic 
wedfor UniPIed FoweredFUght Guidance. The aperaU flow is il- on the 
first diagram aPigureB-lhrbich shows the a€ne blocks of computations colmected 
by the nece6sary l@c to form a -le routine. UPFY;. One entry and me exit 
point edst tor UFTG with internal branching, aa LedicateCi. to perform prethrust 
or actim guidance for the various maneuver modes. 
The f o l h r i q  diagmms (Figtwes 5-2 through 5-10) further aetail each of the 
nine blo& ab in-line CoInputatiOns of u r n .  
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cone' 'vgo* ' $ 0 .  (Dependent upon guidance mod: 
See Section 3 for description 
of input. 1 
( Prethrust) 
Block 2 
Initialization Update 
t I ? 
Figure 5-la. Main Routine 
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w Turning Rate 
I Block 6 I 
Steering Command w 
No 
Block 7 
Gravity Effects 
-
Block 8 
Velocity-to-be-Gained . L 
'1 
EXIT 
ENTER Block 1 
I 
0.1 
k = l  m = ti1 
$ ‘ O  r = o  
;-n = AvoMs -ref -d 
go - 1  
-biiis 
r = r  
= v  -ref 
= 1  
-d kt = 0 v 
i = l  t 
&3s 1 = 1  -grav--- C - -2 ur/~r$ 
Sglless = o  
p = I  
go, 0 
t 
= o  
= o  
= o  
P m j  
=Wff 
S 
S 
Input: f[ fO1 vO1 to] I ( I i R  - AttO I [  t F l  . s p c l . t  
Output: fr q+. E[ LFI 
P 
SSME. i Ki %SME + s ~ ~ ~ ,  i f~~ + ‘RCS, i ‘RCS = s  ‘T, i 
“ii = SSSME. i Ki %SUE * sOhlS. i hOAIS + ’RCS,i mRCS 
V - 
ex. i - f T , i /  mi 
I 
a T. i = ‘T,i4 mO.i 
- V e x . i  aT. i  t i 
Figure 5-2. block 1 - Initialization 
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ENTER Block 2 
, Read Accelerometers and Clock (TBD) 
Output: Ax ens ed. t 
7 
A t  = t - tprev 
tprev = t  
Yes 
I I = v -  - sl V -go 'Xsensed Oxsensed -go = o  pass 1 S d
Figure 5-3% Black 2 - Update 
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EXIT Block 2 
Figure 5-3b. Block 2 - (Jpdate (Con:, ) 
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Fqure 5 4 %  Block 3 - Time-To-Go 
5- * 
- 
Figure 5-lb. Block 3 - Time-To-Go (Cont. 1 
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c 
' L = L + L i  
s = s+si 
p * P + P i  
-I 
.I = J + J i  
Q = Q + Q i  
tl = J t  g 0 . P  
Figure 5-S. Block I - Integrals of Thnist 
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EXTER BIoch5 
6.7.8 
EXIT Black 5 
Sote: i f ?  = 0 .  
rinit mav catice 
I-n::ifutr.tinnnl dil- 
fkwlties. 
Figure 5-6. Block 5 - Turning Rate 
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Jhtermiae and issue initial 
attitude orientation command 
based upon d t  thrust direc- 
Determine and issue steering 
canmands for active guidance 
based npm unit thrust direc- 
CTBD) 
ti-. if 
EXIT Block6 
Figure 5-7. B W  6 - S@eZ%g 
5-11 
Figure 5-8. Block 7 - Gravity Effects 
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(La 
RTIS 
Abort) 
I_L 
4.8 
(Abort, 
Deorbit) 
t 
I Call Earih Fixed to Inertial Routine WBD) 
1 output: I - 
c 
RTLS required 
velocity calcula- 
7 
Figure 5-9b. Block 8 - Velocity-To-L Gained (Cnnt. ) 
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1 
I t , = t t * u 6 t  I 
Figure 5-9c. Block (I - Velocity-To-&-Gained (Cat. 1 
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Determine engine-off time as function of 
(t 4- t 1 and engine characteristics (TBD) go 
i 
Yes (Active Guidance or 
Last Prethrust Cycle) 
Determine 
1 
Issue throttle command 
1 
Issue engine-on command, t . 
‘6 
1 
I_ 
Figwe 5-10. Block 9 - Throttle Commands 
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6. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
Seperal details d the UPFG program require further study or definition. 
They are listed below, not necessarily in order of importance. 
6.1 Targeting Assistance 
Since the deorbit maneuver may be a long, low acceleration burn with a 
single OMS engine, traditional targeting techniques based upon an impulsive ma- 
neuver are not adequate. The powered - guidance routine must assist the 
targeting to determine the Av required for  the finite thrust maneuver and compute 
the optimal ignition time. Thus an additional logical path through UPFG program. 
very similar to the prethrnst path. should be included in fu&e revisions. TXs 
path could he used iteratively by the deorbit targeting program to search for the 
optimal ignition time resulting in minimum Av. 
6.2 Return-to-Larmch-Site Abort 
Considerable effort wi i l  be required to define the thrust cutoff condition for 
successful RTLS abort maneuvers. Requirements on dynamic pressure at ex- 
ternal tank separation, orbiter glide back capability. maxim-m loads, maximum 
vehicle turning rates, fuel depletion requirements, and other factors enter into 
the development of RTLS powered maneuver constraints. 
6.3 Ascent Initialization 
The problems of efficiently initializing UPFG during an ascent maneuver 
have not been addressed in sufficient detail. It is probably desirable to include 
the boost phase guidance in  the overall UPFC scheme. This should simplify 
somewhat the initialization and transition from the relatively simple atmospheric 
phase guidance to the explicit LTG concept used in UPM;. The problems associated 
with changing maneuver objectives during -cent due to engine failures have not 
been explored. The best method of switching from a standard ascent maneuver to 
some abort mode must be determined. The reader should note that the prethrust 
process described in this report is primarily tailored fo r  *.e on-orbit maneuvers. 
6.4 Exterral Tank Disposal 
The implications and requirements of the external tank disposal require 
further study. In this document, it is assumed that tank separation will take place 
during a short coast phase after the ascent velocity-to-be-gained has been driven 
to a prespecified value ( 
maneuver. If this technique does not insure a suf3ciently accurate external tank 
impact, then further refinement will have to be considered. 
150 fps). Then the OMS engines complete the ascent 
If the OMS cianewer following tank separation is sufficiently large ( D: 300 fps) 
such that the length 0: the OMS maneuver is comparable in length to the phase from 
SRhl separation to tank separation, then tne guidance equations must be modified. 
The multi-phase LTG equations, which result in a linear vehicle pitch rate. a re  
not optimal for an acceleration profile with a high initial acceleration and a very 
low final acceleration. The final ObIS maneuver could probably be treated as  a 
constant attitude phase without unduly complicating the equations. 
6.5 Compensation for Non-Keplerian Gravity E f f E  
No attempt has been made to include a technique for compensation of non- 
Keplerian gravity effects in this initial version of UFFG. Further work is re- 
quired to determine whether this compensation should be accomplished during 
premaneuver targeting or during the maneuver. -4 combination of pretnaneuver 
compensation with small adjustments during the maneuver will probably produce 
good accuracy with 1 . .lima1 code. 
6.6 Ascent Xheuver Phase Changes 
The ascent maneuver is divided into several maneuver phases, which may 
include a constant thrust phase, a constant acceleration phase, a final 011s phase, 
and possibly a phase with an assumed SSAIE failure. Transition from one phase 
to the next may be a function of acceleration. time. o r  velocity-to-he-gained. 
To solve for several integrals of the thrust acceleration over the total maneuver 
time-to-go, the times at  which phase changes occur must be prespecified or cal- 
culated. Since mission perturbations may alter these times. it may be desirable 
to modify them during the maneuver based upon sensed acceleration. 
6.7 Steering Commands 
The development of steeri- emations to generate conimands for the control 
system is incomplete. Thc. steering equations will combine desired vehicle atti- 
tude, desired vehicle rate, and sensed acceleration to produce 3 steering command. 
6.8 Throttle Commands 
An algorithm to estimate current acceleration aid calculate an engine throttle 
setting for the constant acceleration ( g-limited) phast of L..;crat h a s  not heen 
developed. The frequency with which these commands must he issued,  to prevent 
a sawtooth profile, and the engine response to commands should be rrnluated to 
develop this algorithm. 
6.9 Vehicle Mass Estimate 
The waintenance of the estimated vehicle mass should be wcornpiished ex- 
ternal to the L'PFC program since this information is also required by the control 
system software. In addition, step changes in the vehicle mass due to events 
such as tank disposal or satellite deployment will O ~ V ~ I X I S ~ V  have to tw handled 
elsewhere. However, for completeness, an equation has been inclilded i n  this 
document (Block 2 )  to decrement vehicle mass for simulation purposes. 
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6.10 Ehgm e Failcre 
The failure of an engine during any mission phase could possibly be detected 
through changes in sensed acceleration. however it is assumed that more reliable 
information will be available from the performance monitoring system. Therefore. 
the UPFG equations have been mi t t en  with the assumption that an external routine 
will notify the UFFG routine of changes in engini statu5 through the input smtchas. 
6.11 Throttle Lag 
The ascent to reference trajectory guidance mode requires use  of the SSME 
throttles. To make the proper adjustments in  engine throttle settings, the cur- 
rently comxnanded throttle settings are used in combination with nominal engine 
pcrfmrnance data To compensate for engine performance perturbation and throttle 
non L. sr i ty ,  it ma;. be desirable to use sensed acceleration information. However, 
this will introduce problems due to hoth guidance computational delays and e n p e  
throttle response. Thus this problem requires further study. 
4-52 &ternate Input Schemes - -_
The input list for each maneuver mode, described in Section 3, has been 
designed with the intent to minimize the s ize  of the flight program. A certain 
amount of ground calculation is required for the ascent guidance modes. however 
03-orbit input is consistant with current CSDL targeting concepts. Future revkions 
coiild include alternate input schemes for  ascent maneuvers which may be easier 
to use but place additional calcult..’on burdens upon the guidance compcter. 
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